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What Do I Lead? 
The opening lead is the only time during the play of the hand when you can only see your own hand and not the dummy.  It’s often the sin-

gle most important play of the hand.  Perhaps 50% of the time, a card will stand out as a reasonably clear-cut lead.  But often times, you’ll 

need to weigh various options and make a reasonable guess based on the information that you have available to you.  Remember: You 

have imperfect information and won’t always find the perfect lead.  Keep this in mind when you make the lead, and keep it in mind after-

wards when your lead (or your partner’s lead) gives away an otherwise easily-settable contract. 

 

This is a very large topic.  I’ll touch on a lot of generalities here but these are mostly guidelines.  I can come up with all sorts of examples 

where a particular lead works or fails against a particular layout.  What’s important is to look at some of the thought processes involved.  

Here are some considerations: 

• Bidding: Do you expect declarer’s hand to be the strongest or dummy’s?  Which suit(s) did each hand show?  Did the show a fit?  Are 

they stretching?  Did Partner bid? 

• Do you have a singleton (or possibly a doubleton)?  If so, is it reasonable to expect to be able to get a ruff? 

• Do you have a useful honor sequence to lead? 

• Does the auction suggest a trump lead?  Does your hand suggest a trump lead? 

• How strong is partner?  Generally, you can get a rough estimate of partner’s HCPs with the following: 

• If they bid to game (3N/4S/4H): Subtract your HCPs points from 14.  (Expect them to have ~26 to bid game.  40 - 26 = 14.) 

• If they invite game (2NT / 3 of a suit): Subtract your HCPs from 17. 

• If they are in a partscore (less than 2NT): Subtract your HCPs from 19. 

 

Which Suit? 

 

Before choosing a lead based on what you have in your own hand, It’s important to consider the auction independently. 

• If partner has bid a single suit, you should always first consider leading that suit. 

• If partner has overcalled a suit, that’s an extremely strong suggestion to lead the suit. 

• If partner has opened a minor and then passed, it’s a relatively soft suggestion. 

• Tend to lead a major in a NT contract where responder has denied a major: 1D-1N-P; or 1N-3N-P.  Remember that opener probably 

has 4 or fewer in each major and responder has 3 or fewer.  Leading the major may give you time to set up long tricks in your hand or in 

your partner’s hand.  Another example: The auction 1C-1H-1N-P might suggest a spade lead unless you have a good reason to lead 

something else. 

• In close decisions, try to lead through strength (dummy’s suit) rather than into strength (declarer’s suit).  You’re more likely to finesse 

honors in you partner’s hand if you lead into declarer’s strength.  Generally, the more strength declarer has shown, the more you 

should avoid leading declarer’s suit(s). 

• Similarly, consider 1H-1S-2C-3C-3N: You know that declarer has hearts and clubs  and has diamonds stopped.  Unless you have 

particularly good diamonds, a spade (through dummy’s strength) might be best. 

• Trump leads: At one point, a guideline suggested “when in doubt, lead a trump”.  Nowadays, only lead a trump with a positive reason 

to do so: 

• 1C-(x)-2C-(2S)-P: You’ve opened 1C, the dummy has shown shortness in clubs and your partner has shown strength in clubs.  

Not a guarantee but a trump lead may prevent some club ruffs. 

• 1S-2C-2H-2S-4S: If you have length and strength in declarer’s side suit (let’s say that you have something like KJT4 in hearts 

sitting behind declarer), you might lead a trump to prevent heart ruffs.   

• If the auction suggests a cross-ruff, a trump lead may disrupt declarer’s timing. 

• In particular, you DO NOT want to lead a trump from trump shortness when you may finesse partner’s trumps. 

• Passive / Aggressive: 

• Some auctions may suggest that you have little chance to set the contract, for instance if the opponents have a cue-bidding 

sequence before they decide not to pursue slam and stop in game.  In this case, you should consider breaking the rules 

(strategically) to see if you can find a way to set them. 

• Alternatively, it may be clear that one or both opponents are pushing aggressively to bid a close game.  In these cases, it’s usu-

ally best to find your safest lead so that you don’t find the one lead that lets them make it.  Sometimes, the safest lead is a 

trump. 
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Which Card?   

Once you’ve considered which suits might be attractive to lead, you can look at the candidate suits in your hand for further guidance.  With-

in a suit, these are guidelines on which card to lead. These guidelines are listed roughly in priority order, absent other clues from the bid-

ding. 

• Lead the top of an honor sequence: A from AK, K from KQT9, Q from QJ53, T from T93.  Honor sequences are often attractive leads at 

suit contracts, even with short sequences (e.g. AKx or KQT).  At NT, you prefer to have a longer suit and a stronger honor sequences 

(e.g. AKJT, QJ963, JT92).  Exception: At NT, if you lead a suit with a weak honor sequence (e.g. KQ98 or QJ843), lead 4th.  At a suit, lead 

the top honor. 

• Lead 4th best from length.  With only 3, lead your smallest card.  In NT contracts, it’s often right to lead “4th from your longest and 

strongest”. Sometimes this is also the right lead in a suit contract.  Exception: If you choose to lead a suit without an honor, lead your 

high card IF you’re in a NT contract OR if you have raised the suit to show length. (NT example: 97632, lead the 9.  At a suit contract or 

NT, if partner has bid spades and you’ve raised with 932, lead the 9.) 

• Lead high from a doubleton: 9 from 95, Q from Q2, 3 from 32. 

• Lead the top of an interior honor sequence: J from KJT6, T from QT986.   

• Note that partner can easily misread your holding and may play the wrong card. 

• Note that this only applies with a single higher honor, and only down to the T: not KJ987  and not K986 (lead 4th).   

 

General Guidelines 

• At a suit contract, do not lead a suit headed by an unsupported ace, say A432 or AJ97.  (This is one of the very few absolute rules at 

bridge!)  At the time of the opening lead, you don’t have enough information to make this a safe lead.  You may be setting up a stiff K 

(or dropping partner’s stiff K), or declarer may have the K and you want anyone else to lead the suit.  In addition, partner will assume 

that you don’t have the A and play  accordingly, something that can often misguide the defense.  (To be clear, later in the hand, it may 

be necessary to lead the A, or even to underlead it; just not at trick one.) 

• No problem leading such as suit at NT if that’s the right suit to lead. 

• No problem leading a suit headed by AK at a suit. (Lead the A.) 

• If they’re in 6 (or 7!), then it might be right to lead the A.  But even then, it might be right to try to set up another trick first. 

• Tend to avoid leading a suit headed by unsupported honors such as K432 or QT73, particularly at a suit contract.  These leads can often 

give declarer a free finesse. 

• Again, no problem with this at NT if that’s the suit that you choose to attack. 

• If partner has bid the suit, or if this suit is indicated by the bidding, then you should lead the suit (4th best). 

• You may also fall back on this lead if you’ve ruled out other leads. 

• Singletons are often a good lead at a suit contract if you think you might be able to get a ruff.  Ideally: 

• You would have trump control (Ax or Kxx), or think that partner might have trump control.  Or you might just find partner with 

the ace of your singleton and can give you a ruff right away. 

• You wouldn’t want to ruff with a natural trick (e.g. KQx would NOT be a good trump holding for a singleton lead). 

• You would expect that your partner has some values so that you can get to partner’s hand. 

• Doubletons are often NOT a good lead unless you have other reasons to make the lead, e.g. leading through dummy’s strength. 

 

Example: You hold } 74 { T9853  [ KQ  ] A764.  What will you lead with the following auctions? 

1. (1NT) - All Pass? 

2. (1NT) - P - (6NT) - AP? 

3. Starting with LHO: (1C) - 1S - (1NT) - P - (3NT) - AP? 

4. Starting with LHO: (1H) - P - (1NT) - P - (2NT) - P (3NT) - AP? 

 

Example: You hold: } 743 { Q75  [ Q85  ] KQ52 and they land in 4 spades.  What will you lead if: 

5. They bid all 4 suits during the auction? 

6. Your partner overcalled in diamonds during the auction? 

7. Both opponents showed clubs in addition to spades during the auction? 

8. The only suit bid  in the auction was spades? 

Answers: 1) HT 2) DK 3) S7 4) C4 5) S3 / trumps 6) D5 7) H5, attacking before hearts tricks disappear 8) CK 


